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KUWAIT: In an attempt to explore security issues in
a smart city transport infrastructure and give recom-
mendations on how to address them, Kaspersky Lab
Global Research & Analysis Team (GReAT) experts
conducted a field research of the specific type of
road sensors that gather information about city traf-
fic flow. As a result Kaspersky Lab expert proved the
fact that the data gathered and processed by these
sensors can be dramatically compromised and can
potentially affect the future decisions by city author-
ities on a development of road infrastructure.

Transport infrastructure in a modern megalopolis
represents a very complicated system that contains
different sorts of traffic and road sensors, cameras
even smart traffic lights system. All the information
gathered by these devices delivered and analyzed in
a real time by the special city authorities. Decisions
about the future roads constructions and transport
infrastructure planning can be taken based on it. If
these data will be compromised it can cause millions
in losses to the city. 

In particular, if fraudulent access to the transport
infrastructure will be gained it might affect the fol-
lowing: 
* Compromising the data gathered by road sensors

in attempt to sabotage it or resale to third parties;
* Modification, falsification and even erasure of the
critical data;
* Demolition of the expensive equipment;
* Sabotage the work of the city authority’s services.

Recent research made by Kaspersky Lab expert in
Moscow was conducted on a network of specific road
sensors that gather the information about the traffic
flow in particular the quantity of vehicles on the road,
their type and average speed and then transfers it to
command center controlled by city authorities. City
traffic authorities receive this information and use it
to support and update a real time road traffic map.
The map in its turn could then serve as a source of
data for city road systems constructing or even for
automated traffic lights system controls. 

The first security issue, discovered by the
researcher was the name of the vendor clearly print-
ed on the sensor’s box. This information helped
Kaspersky Lab’ expert to find more information on
the Web about how the device operates, what soft-
ware it uses etc. Also researcher discovered that the
software used to interact with a sensor and technical
documentation, are all available on vendor’s web-
site. Technical documentation explained very well

the list of commands that could be sent to the
device by a third party.

Just walking nearby the device, the researcher
was able to access it via Bluetooth as no reliable
authentication process was implemented:
anyone with a bluetooth-enabled device
and software for discovering passwords
via trying multiple variants (brute force)
could connect to a road sensor. But what
to do next?

Using the software and technical doc-
umentation, the researcher was able to
observe all data, gathered by the device.
He was able to modify the way the
device is  gathering a new data:  for
example changing the type of vehicles
from a car to a truck or change an aver-
age traffic speed.  As a result all newly
gathered data were false and not applicable for
the need of the city.

“Without the data gathered by these sensors,
actual traffic analysis and subsequent city transport
system adjustments would not be possible. These
sensors can be used in future to create a smart traffic
lights system and also to decide in what areas of city

what kind of roads should be built, how traffic
should be organized or reorganized. All these issues
mean that the work of sensors and the quality of
data gathered by them should be accurate and sta-

ble. Our research have shown, that it is so
easy to compromise the data and that it is
essential to address these threats
because in future it could affect a bigger
part of city’s infrastructure”, - said Denis
Legezo, Security Researcher, Global
Research and Analysis Team (GReAT ),
Kaspersky Lab.

Kaspersky Lab advises several com-
mon measures that can help to outcome
a successful cyberattack against transport
infrastructure devices such as:
* Remove or hide vendor’s name on the
device, as this could help an attacker to

find tools for hacking the device on the web;
* For the same purpose it’d be secure to change
default names of the device and disguise vendor’s
MAC addresses if possible;
* Use two steps authentication on devices with
Bluetooth connection and protect them with strong
passwords.

Traffic Jams: Kaspersky Lab discovers security 

issues in smart transport monitoring system 
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ST LOUIS: The technology and innovation center of Express Scripts in St Louis. Express Scripts Inc reported financial results yesterday. — AP

DHAKA: The attackers who stole $81 million from
the Bangladesh central bank probably hacked into
software from the SWIFT financial platform that is at
the heart of the global financial system, said securi-
ty researchers at British defense contractor BAE
Systems.

SWIFT, a cooperative owned by 3,000 financial
institutions, confirmed to Reuters that it was aware
of malware targeting its client software. Its spokes-
woman Natasha Deteran said SWIFT would release
on Monday a software update to thwart the mal-
ware, along with a special warning for financial
institutions to scrutinize their security procedures.
The new developments now coming to light in the
unprecedented cyber-heist suggest that an essen-
tial lynchpin of the global financial system could be
more vulnerable than previously understood to
hacking attacks, due to the vulnerabilities that
enabled attackers to modify SWIFT’s client software.

Deteran told Reuters on Sunday that it was issu-
ing the software update “to assist customers in
enhancing their security and to spot inconsistencies
in their local database records.” She said “the mal-
ware has no impact on SWIFT’s network or core
messaging services.”

The software update and warning from Brussels-
based SWIFT, or the Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial Telecommunication, come after
researchers at BAE, which has a large cyber-security
business, told Reuters they believe they discovered
malware that the Bangladesh Bank attackers used
to manipulate SWIFT client software known as
Alliance Access.

BAE said it planned to go public today with a
blog post about its findings concerning the mal-
ware, which the thieves used to cover their tracks
and delay discovery of the heist. The cyber criminals
tried to make fraudulent transfers totaling $951 mil-
lion from the Bangladesh central bank’s account at
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in February.

Most of the payments were blocked, but $81
million was routed to accounts in the Philippines
and diverted to casinos there. Most of those funds
remain missing. Investigators probing the heist had
previously said the still-unidentified hackers had
broken into Bangladesh Bank computers and taken
control of credentials that were used to log into the
SWIFT system. But the BAE research shows that the
SWIFT software on the bank computers was proba-
bly compromised in order to erase records of illicit
transfers. The SWIFT messaging platform is used by
11,000 banks and other institutions around the
world, though only some use the Alliance Access
software, Deteran said.

SWIFT may release additional updates as it
learns more about the attack in Bangladesh and
other potential threats, Deteran said. It is also reiter-
ating a warning to banks that they should review
internal security. “Whilst we keep all our interface
products under continual review and recommend
that other vendors do the same, the key defense
against such attack scenarios is that users imple-
ment appropriate security measures in their local
environments to safeguard their systems,” Deteran
said. Adrian Nish, BAE’s head of threat intelligence,
said he had never seen such an elaborate scheme
from criminal hackers.

“I can’t think of a case where we have seen a

criminal go to the level of effort to customize it for
the environment they were operating in,” he said. “I
guess it was the realization that the potential payoff
made that effort worthwhile.” A Bangladesh Bank
spokesman declined comment on BAE’s findings. A
senior official with the Bangladesh Police’s Criminal
Investigation Department said that investigators
had not found the specific malware described by
BAE, but that forensics experts had not finished
their probe.

Bangladesh police investigators said last week
that the bank’s computer security measures were
seriously deficient, lacking even basic precautions
like firewalls and relying on used, $10 switches in its
local networks. Still, police investigators told
Reuters in an interview that both the bank and
SWIFT should take the blame for the problems.

“It was their responsibility to point it out but we
haven’t found any evidence that they advised
before the heist,” said Mohammad Shah Alam, head
of the Forensic Training Institute of the Bangladesh
police’s criminal investigation department, refer-
ring to SWIFT.

The BAE alert to be published on Monday
includes some technical indicators that the firm
said it hopes banks could use to thwart similar
attacks. Those indicators include the IP address of a
server in Egypt the attackers used to monitor use
of the SWIFT system by Bangladesh Bank staff.

The malware, named evtdiag.exe, was designed
to hide the hacker’s tracks by changing information
on a SWIFT database at Bangladesh Bank that
tracks information about transfer requests, accord-
ing to BAE. —Reuters
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KUWAIT: A new research by EMC yesterday expos-
es a concern among CIOs that their current IT infra-
structure and the skills of their IT professionals may
not be enough to meet long-term needs as tech-
nology becomes embedded across the business. 

The findings indicate that three-quarters of CIOs
believe that five years from now they will need to
be able to launch new products, services and appli-
cations in half the time it takes them today. 41 per-
cent say that extracting value from ever greater vol-
umes of data is the top IT challenge
facing the business, with 37 percent
expecting this to still be the top chal-
lenge in 2019.  Ranked second in 2016
is the need to accommodate business
unpredictability and the associated
demands for rapid scaling.  By 2019 this
is expected to be replaced by the chal-
lenge - and opportunity - of enabling
real-time business operations.

However, the study reveals that
many CIOs are concerned that their
company will struggle to overcome
these challenges and harness these
opportunities. Two-thirds (69 percent)
worry that business growth will reveal weaknesses
in traditional IT operations and infrastructure and
could lead to IT inhibiting rather than enabling
innovation in the organization if they do not have
the right infrastructure or tools.    This point is not
lost on CIOs and their business colleagues and
many are taking active steps to address the situa-
tion. For example, 80 percent of the leaders sur-
veyed feel that implementing a more advanced
and agile IT infrastructure would reduce risk and
complexity and provide a solid platform for future
growth. Further, nearly half are already training IT
professionals in skills including converged infra-
structure, cloud computing and business skills.

The research, which surveyed over 2700 busi-
ness and IT professionals in Europe, the Middle
East and Africa, suggests that in many organiza-
tions CIOs are at risk of isolation. They can find it
hard to manage the challenges of steadily rising
expectations for IT, interference from colleagues
in other roles and a lack of common ground with
the rest of the C-suite.  

Recognition of the value and potential of IT
increases measurably with company size: compa-
nies with 1,000 or more employees demonstrate
few of these concerns, and are also far more likely
to have introduced a modern IT infrastructure and
invested in skills.

The study also reveals that in many smaller
organizations the power over technology decision-
making is left in the hands of other parts of the
business. According to 39 percent of the profes-

sionals surveyed, in their company the
IT agenda is set by functions other
than IT and business, for example mar-
keting (11 percent) and sales (10 per-
cent).  This disconnect is seen in the
boardroom, with 58 percent of CIOs
convinced they have overall control
over IT, while just 14 percent of busi-
ness CxOs agree with them.

Nigel Moulton, EMEA CTO at VCE,
the Converged Platforms Division of
EMC commented: “The research casts
new light on current attitudes towards
IT within businesses of all sizes. To
reclaim full control, CIOs and their IT

teams need to stop spending so much time build-
ing and managing different infrastructure compo-
nents.  Instead they need to transform IT into an
efficient business-focused engine that can scale
rapidly in response to changing business needs.
This demands a modern data center.  One way of
achieving is by implementing a robust, software-
defined, converged infrastructure.  Convergence
can power more agile development and increased
speed to market, addressing directly some of the
top IT challenges identified.”  

Said Akar, Regional Director at VCE, the
Converged Platforms Division of EMC Turkey,
Eastern Europe, Africa, and Middle East Region,
adds: “A powerful infrastructure will deliver the
high performance, scalability and agility the busi-
ness needs. Too much effort is still spent simply
keeping the operational lights on, when the busi-
ness needs to focus on developing and releasing
new, value-added products and services.   IT needs
to be free to focus on meeting business goals. A
converged infrastructure will enable it to do so.” 

CIOs and CxOs outline approach and 

key challenges for innovation in EMEA
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BANGKOK: After more than two years of rid-
ing high on growing demand for cloud data
storage, Thailand’s hard disk drive (HDD)
exporters are bracing for a fall from grace.

Thai HDD exports in March rose 28 percent
from a year earlier, extending a run of double-
digit percentage growth and lifting first-quar-
ter exports to $1.65 billion, according to offi-
cial data. The rise has been a rare bright spot
in Thai tech manufacturing, beset by cheaper
competition from China.

But as the global boom in mobile devices
cranks up, electronics makers are diverting
demand away from old-school disk drives for
servers and personal computers, seeking flash
memory chip supplies instead. As well as fear-
ing lower prices for their ageing tech, Thai
shippers now worry more advanced suppliers
in countries like Malaysia will snap up business.

“It’s worrying that others are shifting to
more advanced technology and letting us
make HDDs,” said Nopporn Thepsithar, chair-
man of the Thai National Shippers’ Council.
“PCs will be gone in the future, so hard drives
will be a short-term thing.  With disruptive
technologies, I see no place for HDDs.” The
world’s second-largest maker of HDDs after
China, Thailand’s exports of the hardware have
so far recovered well from paralysis that
accompanied political turmoil in 2014. But the
$26 billion global HDD industry is set to shrink
3 percent this year, according to research firm
Gartner, as demand for solid state drives (SSDs)
using high-tech flash memory chips grows.

There’s no suggestion of any sudden slow-
down among Thai HDD makers, but gloomy
longer-term forecasts are a concern for a
country where exports are worth about two-
thirds of the country’s economic output, and
electronics were the biggest contributor last
year. While HDD exports motored on in the
first three months of this year, electronics
exports overall dropped 4.2 percent, with
computer parts down 10.9 percent.

Rival electronics producer Malaysia has an
edge over Thailand because SSD suppliers
have based their manufacturing operations

there, said Visnu Limwibul, chairman of the
Thai Electrical, Electronics, Telecommunication
and Allied Industries Club. “Smartphones and
anything related to the Internet will grow rap-
idly,” Visnu said. “But we rarely have them here.
Makers of SSDs are in Malaysia.”

CURRENCY TAILWIND
The surge in Thai HDD exports has also

been attributable in part to the baht’s weak-
ness, making exports more cost-competitive
and prolonging the attractiveness of making
HDDs in the country.

The baht has fallen around 6.4 percent to
the US dollar since end-2014, while the
Chinese yuan dropped 4.7 percent and the
Japanese yen gained 7.5 percent during the
same period. Emboldened by the Thai HDD
sector’s robust performance, US  data storage
firm Seagate Technology Plc said in February
last year it would invest 15.3 billion Thai baht
($436 million) in the country over the next five
years to expand capacity. Seagate declined to
comment on future prospects for this article.

Hard drive makers in Thailand have also
begun a shift to producing higher margin
devices, moving away from low-margin PC
components, according to Somkiat Triratpan,
head of the Commerce Ministry’s trade policy
and strategy office. “It’s good to see them
quickly adapting,” he said. But while the min-
istry is confident production and exports by
Thai HDD manufacturers will remain strong
for now, it’s calling on firms to produce solid-
state hybrid drives - combining old and new
technology - that can meet users’ demand for
both speed and high storage capacity.

As time passes, the need for change will
become more evident, if industry research
proves accurate. While for enterprise server
HDDs is seen growing at 11 percent this year,
shipments for desktops will shrink 13 percent,
according to Cross Research. Meanwhile, HDD
prices overall are expected to be $0.04-$0.045
per gigabyte of memory this year, consultancy
IDC said, while SSDs will fetch closer to $0.40
per gigabyte. — Reuters

Thai hard disk drive exporters 
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MOUNTAIN VIEW: Pilot Bertrand Piccard emerges from Solar Impulse 2 at Moffett
Field in Mountain View, California on Saturday after crossing the Pacific Ocean. The
solar-powered airplane landed in California on Saturday, completing a risky, three-
day flight across the Pacific Ocean as part of its journey around the world. —AP 

OVER THE PACIFIC OCEAN: The pilot of a
solar-powered airplane on an around-the-
world journey said Saturday that stopping in
California’s Silicon Valley will help link the dar-
ing project to the pioneering spirit of the area.

Pilot Bertrand Piccard, who left Hawaii
three days ago, said he hopes to fly over San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge before landing
in Mountain View on Saturday night. “Can you
imagine crossing the Golden Gate Bridge on a
solar-powered plane just like ships did in past
centuries? But the plane doesn’t make noise
and doesn’t pollute,” Piccard said a live video
feed on the website documenting the jour-
ney. “It’s a priority to link the project we have
with the pioneering spirit in Silicon Valley,” he
added.

The project’s website says the Solar Impulse
2 aircraft is 2 days and 4 hours into a three-day
flight over the Pacific. The aircraft started its
around-the-world journey in March 2015 from
Abu Dhabi, the capital of the United Arab
Emirates, and made stops in Oman, Myanmar,
China and Japan. It’s on the ninth leg of its cir-
cumnavigation.

On Friday, Piccard exchanged pleasantries
with United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon, who hailed Piccard’s pioneering spirit as
“inspirational,” telling him he was making his-

tory. Piccard responded that Ban, too, was
making history by having just presided over
the signing of a climate agreement supported
by representatives of 175 nations.

“What you are doing today in New York,
signing the Paris agreement, is more than pro-
tecting the environment, it is the launch of the
clean technology revolution,” Piccard said. The
trans-Pacific leg of his journey is the riskiest
part of the solar plane’s global travels because
of the lack of emergency landing sites. After
uncertainty about winds, the plane took off
from Hawaii on Thursday morning. The crew
that helped it take off was clearing out of its
Hawaiian hangar and headed for the mainland
for the weekend arrival. At one point passen-
gers on a Hawaiian Air jet caught a glimpse of
the Solar Impulse 2 before the airliner sped
past the slow-moving aircraft.

The Solar Impulse 2 landed in Hawaii in July
and was forced to stay in the islands after the
plane’s battery system sustained heat damage
on its trip from Japan. Piccard’s co-pilot Andre
Borschberg flew the leg from Japan to Hawaii.
The team was delayed in Asia, as well. When
first attempting to fly from Nanjing, China, to
Hawaii, the crew had to divert to Japan
because of unfavorable weather and a dam-
aged wing.

Solar plane pilot hopes to 
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